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ABSTRACT 
 

The FiR 1 reactor, a 250 kW TRIGA reactor, has been in operation since 1962. 
The current operating licence expires at the end of the year 2011. An application 
for a new operating licence will be submitted to the authorities by the end of the 
year 2010. The documents needed for the application will be prepared or revised 
during 2010.  
The long term strategy for FiR 1 has been updated. The continuation of the 
development of Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) cancer treatments is con-
sidered nationally and internationally important and even ethically necessary. 
Development of linear accelerators to substitute reactors as a neutron source for 
BNCT have started. Meanwhile development of BNCT to an established treatment 
for several cancers requires FiR 1 as a demonstration and reference facility at 
least until the end of year 2023.  
Upgrades for continuing and improved service into the 2020’s are under considera-
tion. These include planning for renewal of the instrumentation in the midway of the 
new licensing period. Preparations for a power upgrade during the next licensing 
period will also be made. Doubling the power to 500 kW will allow increasing the 
capacity for BNCT treatments by more than a factor of three, meeting the 
prospects of increased demand for these treatments, while still keeping the current 
capacity for radioisotope production, education and training.  
For the power upgrade two options are considered. The first option is to replace 
the old aluminium clad fuel still constituting close to half of the reactor core with 
new steel clad fuel suitable for higher power use. The other option is to use less 
new steel clad fuel by using old aluminium clad elements in low power density 
parts of the core. This option was already preliminarily studied in 2000 and now 
more detailed reactor physics and thermal hydraulics calculations using the most 
advanced codes in use at VTT will be performed to evaluate this option.  
The modelling work will be performed by the young generation of reactor physicists 
at VTT and will thus educate a next generation of experts familiar with the TRIGA 
reactor. They are needed already on the ground that part of the current reactor 
personnel will retire during the next licensing period. 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
FiR 1 -reactor is a TRIGA Mark II type research reactor manufactured by General Atomics 
(San Diego, CA, USA). The FiR 1 started operation in 1962, reactor power was increased in 
1967 from 100 kW to 250 kW, and in 1982 the reactor instrumentation was renewed. In 
1996-1997 the reactor building was completely renovated and the ventilation and reactor 
cooling systems were replaced. The main purpose to run the reactor is now the Boron 
Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT). The BNCT work dominates the current utilization of the 
reactor. The weekly schedule allows still three days for other purposes such as isotope 
production, neutron activation analysis and training. [1] 
 
FiR 1 has a special irradiation facility for BNCT [2]. The neutron moderator block of the 
BNCT station is used as an epithermal neutron source to treat brain as well as head and 



neck tumour patients [3,4]. BNCT control and patient preparation rooms were built during the 
renovation in the 1990’s. The FiR 1 core loading was made asymmetric in order to increase 
the intensity in the BNCT neutron beam without changing the 250 kW maximum steady state 
power. Further improvement of the treatment quality and capacity by either shortening the 
treatment time or increasing the therapeutic effect of the BNCT neutron beam would require 
upgrading of the reactor power used in the treatments. In evaluations performed by VTT 
doubling of the power from 250 kW to 500 kW has been set as a target. 
 
The current operating license of the reactor expires at the end of the year 2011. An applica-
tion for a new operating licence has to be submitted to the authorities at least one year 
earlier, which means by the end of the year 2010.  
 
A long term strategy has been worked out for FiR 1 by VTT and its proprietor the Ministry of 
Employment and the Economy supported by an independent survey of an outside consultant 
[5]. According to the survey most actors in state administration, education and research con-
sider the continuation of the development of BNCT nationally important and even ethically 
necessary. Developments of linear accelerators to substitute reactors as a neutron source for 
BNCT have started. The prospect is that in the future such a facility will be constructed at the 
Helsinki University Central Hospital. Meanwhile development of BNCT to an established 
treatment for several cancers requires FiR 1 as a demonstration and reference facility at 
least till the end of year 2023.  
 
Based on the strategic needs of the BNCT treatment service and development VTT aims to 
apply for a license to operate the reactor till the end of year 2026. Before end of that period 
the needs for the reactor will be re-evaluated. The goal in BNCT treatment development is to 
be able by that time to treat all the patients with an accelerator based neutron source. In that 
case the remaining needs of short lived radioisotopes as well as education and training will 
dictate the future of the reactor. 
 
For the new 15 years operation license period improvements in the reactor will be required 
and are proposed. It is estimated that the reactor control instrumentation has to be renewed 
latest half way in the new period. The current instrumentation electronics is from 1982; the 
control rod drives have been refurbished in 2006 to 2009. It is also proposed that for 
increased production capacity and improved reliability the rest of the aluminium clad fuel 
from year 1962 will be replaced with steel clad fuel – if funding will be available for this. Both 
these plans are under discussion with the licensing review authority STUK. 
 
The importance of reliable operation is emphasised by the needs of the tight, inflexible 
schedules of the BNCT treatments. Once the boron carrier infusion has been given the irra-
diation has to start within a half an hour time window three to three and a half hour after start 
of the infusion. If a treatment has to be postponed the expensive infusion is lost. 
 
 
2. Renewal of the operating licence 
 
The current operating license expires at the end of the year 2011. An application for a new 
operating licence has to be submitted to the authorities at least one year earlier, which 
means by the end of the year 2010. All the documents needed for the application will be 
prepared or revised during the year 2010. During the following year (2011) the documents 
will be checked by the authorities and at the end of the said year the new license should be 
granted by the Government. 
 
A license to operate a nuclear facility is applied for with a written application addressed to the 
Government. Nuclear energy matters belong to the Ministry of Employment and the 
Economy, former the Ministry of Trade and Industry. Reactor operation in general is under 
the supervision of the Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority (STUK). The nuclear waste 



management, however, is mainly under the supervision of the Ministry of Employment and 
the Economy. 
 
2.1 Documents for the new licence 
 
Finland has a new modified nuclear energy act and decree. In practice, however, the docu-
ments needed in the operating license application are still nearly the same as ten years ago, 
when the licence was last time renewed.   
 
The application shall include naturally the basic facts about the nuclear facility. The supple-
mentary documents to the application are described in Table 1. They are mainly rather short 
and they give only a general description about the nuclear facility in question.  
 

1. DETAILS OF THE SITE 
2. THE QUALITY AND MAXIMUM AMOUNTS OF THE NUCLEAR MATERIALS 
3. AN OUTLINE OF THE TECHNICAL OPERATING PRINCIPLES AND OTHER 

ARRANGEMENTS WHEREBY SAFETY HAS BEEN ENSURED 
4. A DESCRIPTION OF THE SAFETY PRINCIPLES THAT HAVE BEEN 

OBSERVED, AND AN EVALUATION OF THE FULFILMENT OF THE 
PRINCIPLES 

5. A DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASURES TO RESTRICT THE BURDEN CAUSED 
BY THE NUCLEAR FACILITY ON THE ENVIRONMENT 

6. THE EXPERTICE AVAILABLE TO THE APPLICANT AND THE OPERAING 
ORGANIZATION 

7. PLANS FOR ARRANGING NUCLEAR WASTE MANAGEMENT 

Tab 1:  Supplementary documents to the application for an operating license. 
 
When applying for an operating license the applicant must also submit more detailed docu-
ments to the Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority (STUK). These documents are listed in 
Table 2. During earlier application processes the demand for a probabilistic safety analysis 
was removed from the list by STUK. 
 

1. THE FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT 
2. A PROBABILISTIC SAFETY ANALYSIS 
3. A QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAMME FOR THE OPERATION OF THE 

NUCLEAR FACILITY 
4. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
5. A SUMMARY PROGRAMME FOR PERIODIC INSPECTIONS 
6. A DESCRIPTION OF THE ARRANGEMENTS FOR PHYSICAL PROTECTION 

AND EMERGENCIES 
7. A DESCRIPTION ON HOV TO ARRANGE THE SAFEGUARDS THAT ARE 

NECESSARY TO PREVENT THE PROLIFERATION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS 
8. ADMINISTRATIVE RULES FOR THE NUCLEAR FACILITY 
9. A PROGRAMME FOR RADIATION MONITORING IN THE ENVIRONMENT 
10. AGEING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

Tab 2:  Documents to be submitted to the Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority. 

 
When the Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority is going through the updated documents, 
in some cases it may return documents to the licensee for new revisions. Finally the docu-
ments will be satisfactory and the Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority will grant its 
acceptance and will send its statement to the Ministry of Employment and the Economy. The 
Ministry presents then the application to the Government for decision. 
 



3. Upgrading the reactor for continuing reliable and improved operation 
 
Upgrades for continuing and improved service into the 2020’s are under consideration. 
These include planning for renewal of the instrumentation in the midway of the new licensing 
period. Preparations for a power upgrade during the next licensing period will also be made. 
Doubling the power to 500 kW will allow increasing the capacity for BNCT treatments by 
more than a factor of three, meeting the prospects of increased demand for these treat-
ments, while still keeping the current capacity for radioisotope production, education and 
training.  
 
With increased power the patient irradiations would become shorter bringing increased 
patient comfort and positioning accuracy, as well as more optimised irradiation timing with 
rapid kinetics boron carriers. Increased power would on the other hand allow to use an 
attenuating lithium filter for hardening of the neutron spectrum in the beam for deeper treat-
ment penetration.  
 
3.1 Instrumentation renewal 
 
The reactor power control instrumentation at FiR 1 is from 1982. The frequency of compo-
nent failures is increasing all the time. The instrumentation is maintained by replacing the 
failed components in house or by sending whole subunits for maintenance at the manufac-
turer in Hungary. It is estimated that operation of the reactor beyond 2016 will require a total 
renewal of the current instrumentation. This would include the nuclear channels and the 
control electronics. 
 
3.2 Renewal of part of the fuel with possibility for higher operating power 
 
When FiR 1 started operation in 1962 its licensed power was 100 kW. In 1967 the power was 
increased to 250 kW but already then parts of the required modifications were designed for 
1000 kW. In 1996-97 the reactor building and the reactor cooling system were completely 
renovated. The cooling system was rated for 400 kW with most of the parts capable for even 
higher power. So no major changes to the cooling system are foreseen. Required changes 
and improvements in instrumentation are relatively easy to realise. Current control rods will 
be sufficient for safe and reliable power control of the reactor. 
 
There are several other TRIGA Mark II reactors in the world operating at 500 kW or higher 
power. A straight forward method for a power upgrade will be replacing those aluminium clad 
fuel elements which still remain in the reactor core since the start-up of the reactor in 1962 
with new steel clad elements. The steel clad elements are used in many countries and can 
be licensed also in Finland for high power operation of a TRIGA. The need is for 40 to 50 pcs 
of new fuel elements which would be a major investment requiring special funding. 
 
The other option is to use less new steel clad fuel by using old aluminium clad elements in 
low power density parts of the core. This option was already preliminarily studied in 2000 and 
now more detailed reactor physics and thermal hydraulics calculations using the most 
advanced codes in use at VTT will be performed to evaluate this option. 
 
The power upgrade will require a licensing from the Radiation and Nuclear Safety Authority 
(STUK). This will be dealt with separately from the operation licence renewal.  
 
 
 
 
 
4. Benefits of the renewals to the services of the reactor and to the educa-

tion of new experts in nuclear energy 



 
The current weekly operation schedule with two days allocated for BNCT treatments gives a 
maximum annual capacity of 92 patient irradiations (the reactor being available 46 weeks / 
year). Little over half of that is used today. The treatment organization [6] has set the goal to 
increase the number of patient irradiation within the next five years to over 200 irradiations 
annually. To meet this demand without a power increase nearly all operation days of the 
reactor should be allocated to BNCT. The isotope production as well as the education and 
training activities would suffer. In practise, to keep the isotope production viable, two shift 
operation would be required during two days a week. 
 
The power increase will allow a new weekly schedule with a capacity for seven patient irra-
diations per week, three days with two patients and one morning for one. This would mean a 
yearly capacity of 322 patient irradiations. The capacity for isotope production, two half days, 
would be the same as today without need for two shift operation. The reactor would be 
available for education and training half day a week making together 23 days which is equal 
to the current utilization. 
 
The renewal of the control electronics will ensure high availability and reliable operation of 
the reactor even in the future high capacity and high utilization situation. 
 
The upgrading activities will create also new general knowledge on reactor physics, nuclear 
fuels and reactor instrumentation at VTT. Involving the young generation of researchers in 
these activities gives additional opportunities for their education and thus strengthens the 
position of VTT as one of the important European nuclear research organizations. The con-
tinuing operation of the FiR 1 research reactor is important also in general for the nuclear 
energy sector in Finland. 
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